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Abstract

The purpose of work is to quantify the changes of the organism functional reserves during the successive phases of the human health Space-Time Continuum (STC) on the basis of postulates of reliability complex systems theory. The study is devoted to the problem of age-related human involution, which is evaluated not from the causal, but from the kinetic point of view.

The analysis of 10 most important basic life support systems of human body — cardiovascular (CVS), respiratory (RS), nervous (NS), digestive (DS), endocrine (ES), immune (IS), excretory (EXS), brain (BS), musculo-skeletal (MSS), hematopoietic (HS) was carried out.

Based on this analysis two levels of ensuring the reliability of organism’s work were revealed: sequential and parallel.

The system of logical equations for reduced sequential system is:

\[ Y_{s1} = CVS \land RS \land BS, \] where \( \land \) is the notation for the conjunctions of set elements.

The system of logical equations for the reduced parallel system is:

\[ Y_{s2} = NS \lor DS \lor ES \lor IS \lor HS \lor EXS \lor MSS, \] where \( \lor \) is the disjunction of the scheme elements.

Visualization of human STC changes the concept of the kinetics of age-related changes in the organism and the role of determinants of health as a stable factor accompanying a uniform, smooth transition from the most pronounced functions of the body to their gradual extinction.

For human STC is formulated the following regularity kinetics of involutionary processes: after 30 years of age in the human body morphological changes regress in arithmetic progression, and the functions of organs in a geometric one.

Assumption of health as a state redundancy of functions is suggested.
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1. Introduction

The present study investigates the properties the Space-Time Continuum (STC) of human health from the standpoint of health concept reliability of complex systems (RCS). It is known that human life characterized by different periods of activity morphogenesis, maturation and functioning of organs and body systems, speed evolutive and involutive processes [21]. There are many theories of aging the human body [4, 11, 12], anyway explanatory gradual involution physiological mechanisms for human adaptability to the environment. On the basis of these theories was put forward "recovery" concept [11, 12, 30], which, despite their consistency did not bring the expected progress in the extension of high-grade bi-social life throughout its entire length.

Determination of human health by WHO experts as "a state of complete physical, mental and social wellbeing and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity" [23] are not able to cover the entire period of human life. It applies only to people young and middle age, as for elderly, senile elderly and needed substantial amendments within the meaning of the term "total well-being" in the background of a number of serious physical, mental and social «age-related» losses.

Human health as his phenotypic attribute, as a given, fixed in time, changing together with the certified person's age. Health is regulating and limiting factor of each individual life, it is - the conditions and processes of life support. As a condition, it has a number of strict limitations and physiological determinants. As the process - it is extremely plastic, has a clear chronology sequence biophysical, biochemical and biosocial events developing in time and space (in STC) for certain scenarios. These scripts are different from the processes of inanimate matter: their realization, in addition to exchange substances, is carried out with the assistance of self-processes, self-regulation and self-replication [22].

STC man - the biosocial continuous chain of events accompanying and forming individual structure and the speed of the life cycle in time and space. Picture of STC, as the enclosed space of the individual, his temporary continuous capsule comprising all elements of existence, covering the prenatal and postnatal periods of life, allows you to create and develop new approaches to health biometrics.

The relevance of the topic due to the incompleteness raised STC human health theory, as well as the intensification contradictions in the views on the way and the possibility to extend the active period of life.
The purpose of this paper is to measure changes in the functional reserves of the body during successive phases of STC, based on the postulates of theory RCS.

The methods of biostatistics, mathematical logic, conceptual approach, the risk management requirements of ISO standard 31010: 2011 and International standards for determining the reliability of the technique GOST 27.002-89 [3, 18].

2. General concepts

In this study, the standard terminology [3] was adapted in relation to functions in the human organism in the following interpretation.

Reliability is a property of the body's system of organs to maintain in time, within the established values, all parameters that provide the required functions in physiological conditions.

Note. Reliability is a complex property that depending upon the host systems and their metabolic conditions may include additional parameters: reliability, durability, and the possibility of correcting or certain combinations of these properties.

3. Assessment of the state

Normal state (good state) - a state organ or system meets all the clinical and laboratory criteria of a healthy body, accepted in medicine.

Fault, faulty state - a state organ or system in which the identified non-compliance for at least one of the criteria for a healthy body.

Up state - state organ or system, where in the values of the parameters characterizing the ability to perform the predetermined functions corresponding to physiological norms.

Down state - state organ or system in which the value of at least one parameter indicative of the ability to perform specified functions, does not correspond to physiological norms.

Note. For complex objects may divide their inoperative states, highlighting partially inoperable varying degrees. In this case, the object under study is able to partially perform the required functions.

Failure - the event is in violation of an efficient condition of organ or system.

Failure criterion - a sign or set of signs of violations of the working condition of the organ or system, installed in the medical regulations.

Failure effect - phenomenon, processes, complications, events and status, due to the appearance of organ failure or system.

Sudden failure - refusal characterized the abrupt change in the value of one or more parameters of activity or organ system.

Gradual failure - the failure resulting from gradual changes in the values of one or more body parameters or system.
4. Main part

According to the current concept, the basis of preserving the population's health should be based on preventive measures, warning the emergence of communicable and non-communicable diseases [13, 15, 16, 17, 19, 21]. At present, it is customary to consider human health through biosocial determinants, which include: genetic potential, phenotypic potential, professional health, reproductive health, anthropogenic factors, socio-economic factors, nutrition.

Figure 1. Space-time model of human health (AI Gozhenko, VS Biryukov, 2017)

Figure 1 shows a graphical reconstruction the STC on the basis a comparison degree of influence determinants health on each stage of human life (in percents): initial environment, conceiving, embryogenesis, newborn period, childhood, juvenility, mature period, elderly age, old age, longevity, death. For this purpose, were used determinants of human life, reflected in numerous WHO materials and research groups [31, 32, 33]. When the graph was constructing, we
proceeded from the hypothesis that the sum of all determinants for each stage of life in prenatal and postnatal periods is 100%.

The study age features of functioning the human organs and systems is widely discussed. The prevailing view is that the functions of organs and systems gradually deteriorate with age. However, modern analytical approaches to the study of complex multilevel systems make it possible to verify the degree of reliability of such representations.

Table 2 shows the number of processed data in the literature [3, 4, 5, 10, 11, 17, 27, 28] characterizing the activity of various organs and systems in age aspect.

These data can be used to calculate the reliability of basic life support systems (BLSS) human throughout the STC.

Analyzed BLSS not equal in the risk of sudden or gradual failure, durability and correction capabilities. Based on the concepts RCS, it can be assumed that the multicomponent human life support system has two levels.

Table 2. Characteristics of the main functionality the basic life support systems (BLSS) person in the age aspect

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Basic life support systems</th>
<th>Functionality BLSS</th>
<th>Age periods (years)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVS</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IS</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXS</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BS</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSS</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HS</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: CVS - cardiovascular system; RS - respiratory system; NS - nervous system; DS - digestive system; ES - endocrine system; IS - immune system; EXS - excretory system; BS - brain system; MSS - musculoskeletal system; HS - hematopoietic system (in accordance with the structure by calculating the reliability).

Visualization of STC (Figure 2) through the prism of age-related changes in BLSS creates a new perception of age-related kinetics. Smooth age-related extinctions the organs functions, at their casual combination; mutually potentiate each other, like an avalanche.
Figure 2. Graphic reconstruction of age changes in indicators reliability of BLSS in the human body. For notations, see Table 2.

Analyzed BLSS not equal in the risk of sudden or gradual failure, durability and correction capabilities. Based on the concepts RCS, it can be assumed that the multicomponent human life support system has two levels.

**First level** represented by a block of successive elements where the failure of any of them leads to failure BLSS in general. **Second level** includes parallel block elements BLSS when the failure occurs in case of failure of all elements (Figure 3).

The first level should be attributed BLSS, failure of activity which occurs immediately vital stop or condition is incompatible with life (heart attack, stroke, etc.). CVS, RS, BS Probability (P) uptime of each these systems is denoted by Pcvs, Prs and Pbs, respectively. For this level, by S. Lem [14], in which, despite the presence the entire hierarchy of compensatory mechanisms sufficiently "harmless" unit factor can bring the whole system the body to a sudden failure, characterized by "minimal structural redundancy", where, despite the existence a hierarchy of compensatory mechanisms, rather "harmless" single factor is able to bring the entire system to a sudden failure and death. According to the RCS-
concept systems like rigid body typical for regulating vital functions consistent structure.

Figure 3. Sequential structure the first level and parallel structure the second level of the human BLSS. For notations, see Table 2.

The system of logical equations for the sequences of the following systems:

\[ Y_{s1} = CVS \land RS \land BS \]  

where \( \land \) - marking elements conjunctions set.

Based on this representation, the combined probability of (Ps1) uptime first level will be described by the following equation:

\[ P_{s1} = P_{cvs} \times P_{rs} \times P_{bs} \]  

The second level basic life support systems can be represented by a parallel system. System logic equations for the parallel system shown is as follows:

\[ Y_{s2} = NS \lor DS \lor ES \lor IS \lor HS \lor EXS \lor MSS \]  

where \( \lor \) - disjunction circuit elements.

Sum probability (Ps2) uptime second level will be described by the following equation:

\[ P_{s2} = 1 - (1-P_{ns}) \times (1-P_{ds}) \times (1-P_{es}) \times (1-P_{is}) \times (1-P_{hs}) \times (1-P_{exs}) \times (1-P_{mss}) \]
Data on changes in the overall life support systems for human STC, show a rapid depletion of human resources after 30 years of age. This depletion is not the character of «gradual failure», and has an exponential curve of extinction functions. For 40 years it retained approximately 60% to 50 years - 20% by 60 years and up to 4% of the total capacity of the system 30 years of sustaining life. This indicates substantial redundancy functional reserves, which has a human body by 30 years of age. Its potential exhausted only to 80-90 years of life.

In the figure, as well as an image of human STS indicated the presence of irregularly time-varying parameters, the presence of the rapidly emerging reflecting kinetics different from arithmetic progression. Their events described geometric progression. How valid revealed statistical regularity of macroorganism macroorganism in respect of its constituent organs and systems?

Consider the issue of conservation and extinction functions with age, as an example of such a body as the kidney, characterized by its extremely complex and hierarchical structural and functional organization.
At what point we can talk about the occurrence of renal failure associated with age-related involution?

More than 20 years of experience (Gozenko AI et al., 2001, 2009, 2015) study the circulatory features nephron glomerular filtration and in various pathological conditions showed high diagnostic relevance indicators of renal functional reserve (RFR) [1, 2, 23, 24]. First-term RFR was introduced in J. Bosch et al in 1983 G. [26]. RFR defined as the difference between the maximum (stimulated) and basal values glomerular filtration (GF) [1, 2].

On the usefulness of renal function is influenced by both the cortex and medulla. Rooted in practical public health picture of chronic renal failure (CRF) is based mainly on the GF indicators stored the amount of viable nephrons, azotemia degree [25].

The study of the RFR in various pathological conditions revealed that long before the clinical and para-clinical symptoms are a gradual depletion of the RFR [23, p. 176-177]. In a healthy person, the RFR in two times exceeds the needs of the whole organism at rest. CRF - the state of irreversible damage to kidney homeostatic functions related to the inclusion in the process of all elements of the nephron. In CRF filtration the kidneys ability was reduced to 25% or less of age norm. CRF does not appear immediately but is caused by the accumulation of partial dysfunctions. Chronic renal failure manifested in the number of permanent syndromes: azotemia or uremia; anemia; water and electrolyte imbalance; disturbance of acid-base state (typical metabolic acidosis); arterial hypertension; hormonal influences; osteodystrophy; violation of hemostasis; violation of cellular immune functions [8].


As a multifunctional organ with a number of independent functions and complex morphological and functional structure, kidney belongs to the second type of structural reliability. Its functions are implemented in parallel processes (Figure 5).

It is known [7, 9; 10, p. 568; 26] that GFR rate is reduced after 40 years by 1% per year (approximately 0.8 ml / min per 1.73 m\(^2\) annually). A healthy 80-year-old human GFR rate is only 1/2 or 1/3 (50-30%) of 30-year filtration. Renal blood flow is reduced from 649 ml / min in 40-year old men to 289 ml / min (44.53%) in 80-year olds. Concentration ability in mOsmol/l decreases from 1109 to 882 (79.53%).
The total probability of failure the kidney ($Ps_2$), according to formula (4) will be described by the following equation:

$$Ps_2 = 1 - (1 - F_{gf}) \times (1 - F_{tr}) \times (1 - F_{mc})$$

(5)

Then the kidney uptime will be as follows:

$$Ps_2 = 1 - (1 - F_{gf}) \times (1 - F_{tr}) \times (1 - F_{mc}) = 1 - (1 - 0.50) \times (1 - 79.53) \times (1 - 44.53) = 1 - (0.50 \times 0.21 \times 0.55) = 0.94$$

The product of $(1 - F_{gf}) \times (1 - F_{tr}) \times (1 - F_{mc})$ reflects the time the loss of the kidney function. Putting numerical values corresponding to the age-related changes, we obtain a graphical representation of age-related loss of renal function, reflected in Figure 9.

Figure 6. Total loss of renal function associated with age.
Thus, in these examples, we can see that morphologists described "progressive» (gradual failure) involutive change of kidney tissue is accompanied by significant functional impairment of kidney function, which should not be linear, and the progressive exponentially functional process of involution.

7. Conclusion

Developing a model of the space-time continuum, the authors proceeded from the postulate that man is mortal. Throughout its lifecycle always - visible and invisible - there are many and varied risks of exogenous and endogenous nature. Their importance, the significance of the effects, the ability to reduce the negative impacts on the healthy longevity is a subject of attention of several generations of scientists and underlies a number of hypotheses.

Such a common approach allowed to create several theories to explain the reasons for the steady, gradual deterioration of human health with age.

We submitted the data obtained on the basis of the concept of the reliability of complex systems, opening up new patterns of kinetics involutorial processes that can be expressed in the following words: morphological changes in progress in arithmetic progression, and functions of the organs - in geometric.

The presence of numerous hypotheses to explain the issues from different perspectives involution of the human body, reflecting a lack of basic research in the study of patterns of morphological and functional kinetics, flowing in space and time specific for each individual STC.

On the other hand, they form an illusory picture of the possibility to drastically expand the time interval of man's plentiful life beyond 120 years due to preventive programs. The biokinetic approach based on the theory of reliability the operation complex systems shows the need for serious consideration a combination risk factors that can spasmodically worsen the functional state of organism, down to failure of vital systems.

The presence of numerous hypotheses to explain the issues from different perspectives involution of the human body, reflecting a lack of basic research in the study of patterns of morphological and functional kinetics, flowing in space and time specific for each individual STC.

On the other hand, the dominant thinking on the nature of health form an illusory picture of the possibility of extending a full life based on human health and social prevention programs for the prevention of infectious and non-communicable diseases [4, 6, 11].

This ideology permeates hypothesis about the importance of preventive medicine, preventive "molecular dispensary" (Poletaev AB, Grin'ko OG 2012) [17], and predictive medicine [16] and personalized genomics [29,30].
Classical methods for the study of the human body to the morphology of the positions (anatomy, histology), physiology (normal and pathological), biochemistry, biophysics, genetics, clinical disciplines provide numerously, but fragmented material. The concept of human STC may contribute methodology single integrated assessment of human health.
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